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Student survey rates Gilley below average
men thought athletics didn't receive enough
attention.
On the academic side, 42.6 percent of men
pparently women care more and 12.9 percent of women said the emphasis
about academics at Marshall on academics was about right. Students were
than men, according to results asked to choose from too much, not enough or
of a survey of students' opin- about right on both academic and athletic
emphasis.
ions.
When it comes to more specific athletic isFar more women than men
said the university doesn't sues, a large number of students don't care.
place enough emphasis on academics, and women Nearly one-third, 32.8 percent, said they didn't
also said there is too much emphasis on athlet- care what the new football stadium was called.
ics. While 86 percent of women say academics Of those with an opinion, just 22 percent said
should receive more attention, only 34 percent of Memorial Stadium was the best choice.
"Something Else," ranging from Marshall
men said it should.
A total of 387 students were surveyed April 7- Stadium to Thunder Stadium, was the choice
13. Students were chosen from classes in all of 45.2 percent. The administration hasn't
colleges to ensure a broad cross-section was decided on a name yet, but several people have
suggested Memorial Stadium in honor of the
questioned.
Fifty-eight percent of women said sports re- players and fans who died in the 1971 plane
ceive too much emphasis while only 35 percent crash.
With regard to President J. Wade Gilley, 13
of men had that opinion. Fifty-three percent of
men and 39 percent of women thought the
See SURVEY, Page 2
emphasis was about right, while 8 percent of

By Chris Stadelman
Staff Writer - - - - - -- - - -- -

Palumbo calls for

one r~ling board
Gubernatorial candidate Mario
Palumbo said establishing a statewide university system is the way to
improve higher education.
Palumbo, a Democrat. spoke at a
· press conference Monday at the
Memorial Student Center.
Palumbo, the state's attorney general, said his system would increase
efficiency over the current one which
has separate governing bodies for the
state's colleges and universities.
"Under our present state university
system. what we've done is double
bureaucracy," he said.
Palumbo said his plan would cut
costs in a number of areas, reducing
bureaucracy and increasing the efficiency of the state's education programs.
"The Idea is you operate as one university," he said. "You shift programs
around based on needs of cafll)Uses.
•programs ought to be geared to
where there's a market for them:
Palumbo said the state has to find
money by cutting costs if it hopes to
improve higher education. "We can't
keep raising tuition,· he said. "We
have to find adequate state fUndlng:
Palunt>o didn't saywhether the state
will have to raise taxes. •1hope not. I
don't think our people can stand
another tax Increase:
Palun1x> said money saved by his
overhaul would allow the state to put
more money into faculty, who he said
are "the most important [people] you
have on a college campus."
"Goodfaculty Is more important than
any new building you have,· he said.
"I will do everything possible to make
sure faculty are properly funded.
~

Students say ...
•

Do you think the university places too much, not enough or about the
right emphasis on-academics?
27.3 %
about right

not enough

other

•

Do you think the university places too much, not enough or about the
right emphasis on athletics?
·
46.9 %
too much

about right

not enough

•

Should the College of Science and the College of Liberal Arts be
combined?
74%

No

_.m
Yes

No opinion

Fail to attend first week, fail the class
leaving the registrar's office to presume were opposed.
Gould said he objects to that kind of
students attended class all semester.
Dr. Alan B. Gould, vice president for mandate because "someone isn't doing
Students who did not attend class the academic affairs said, "I would certainly what they are supposed to do so we end up
first week this semester and thought they hope that if something is supposed to passing 'general rules' that everybody is
would be dropped through the new uni- automatically happen, it does. One of the mandated to do something. lf99 percent
versity policy may instead get an "F," expectations of this policy was to simplify are doing what they are supposed to do,
things. It would seem that each ptofessor why insult them by putting out some rule
according to the registrar.
"I suspect a number of students either ought to assume the responsibility of that everyone will have to do something
didn't read the policy or if they did read ascertaining by the end of the first week because of one percent who didn't."
The registrar's office is taking action
the policy, they didn't understand it," whether or not a student has been attenddepending on whether students can prove
Robert Eddins said. "Unfortunately, the ing."
According to Gould and Eddins and they did not attend class despite the class
same can be said of the faculty, or they at
list.
least didn't understand
"If it is determined that
their level of participayou have not attended
tion.
"It's not going to work if the faculty
class and have never and
"In any case, what we
that you were not withhave is that not all of the
are
not
in
the
position
to
report
drawn for non-attendance
faculty turped in the
during the first week then
materials or turned them
who's there and who's not in the
we work with the dean of
in late and they were not
first week. n
your college and the facaccepted because we had
ulty member to back-date
a deadline," Eddins said.
GOULD
a drop slip to get you off
"A lot ofstudents who did
the class list completely,"
read the policy assumed
"I suspect a number of students
Eddins said.
that we meant wh at we
However, if the student
said and assumed, righteither didn't read the policy or if they
cannot prove wheth er
fully so, that the faculty
did read the policy, they didn't unclass was attended or not,
would participate."
t h en t he result will
According to th e policy,
derstand it. n
EDDINS
"probably be a n 'F,'" Edas stated in the spring
dins said.
course schedule, "Any
"You didn't attend class
student who is officially
registered for a class and fails to attend several deans, the problem seems to be a all semester, so there is no way to evaluate your performance and you can't get a
th e class during first week of Monday, small one, affecting a few students.
"It's not going to work if the faculty are withdraw grade because you weren't withJ an. 13 through Friday, Jan. 17, is subject
to being withdrawn by the faculty mem- not in the position to report who's there drawn.
"So, initially, the student will pay for
and who's not in the first week," Gould
ber.
the faculty not turning in the class list.
"Withdraws during this period by the said:
"I assume that a majority of the faculty That is unfortunate and that is the bad
faculty for non-attendance will result in
refunds in conformance with [the] refund are doing that or we would have a lot more part of the policy," Eddins said.
For now the policy will remain as it is,
problems."
policy stated in this schedule."
When asked about the possibility of Eddins said.
Apparently, a majority ofproblems have
The student is left. to straighten out the
resulted from faculty not tumingin class requiring professors to take roll and hand
lists during first week of classes, and in a certain number of class sheets, both misunderstandingin each individual case.
By Carol Malcolm
Reporter - - - - - - -- - - -
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Class offers students chance to dig 1n
By Jack Balley
Editor----- - - - - -

Have you ever dreamed ofbeing
like Indiana Jones - traveling
the world in search oflost treasures such as the lost ark of the
covenant or the Holy Grail?
WeH, ifyou have, the Marshall
University Archaelogical Field
School offers the same thrill of
discovery on a slightly smaller
scale.
The "school" is rea11y Anthropology 323 taught by Dr. Nicholas Freidin during the first
summer session and is open to
anyone regardless of major or
experience.
"We've had students from an
cultures and all majors participate in the past," Freiden, associate professor of sociology/anthropology, said in a recent interview.
Students who enroll in the
course will receive on the job
training in surveying and lab
analysis techniques as well as Students in Anthropology 323 look for
learn how to keep a daily field Albans during a dig last summer.
journal, Freiden said.
In the past students have exca- vating a site in St. Albans, and
vated sites in Princeton and that excavation wiU continue
Guyandotte, as well as in Clover, with this year's class, Freiden
Ohio, Freiden said.
said.
Last year students began exca"This site is probably more

SURVEY

Trial dates set for recent incidents
needed for the program to continue. Of those questioned, 50.4
percent said the program should
get funds. Forty-one percent said
no state money should go to the
program, while 8.5 percent had

From Page 1

percent ofstudents could not give
the name of Marshall's leader.
When students ranked the president on a scale of 1 to 5, he came no opinion.
out slightly below average. StuOn the question of whether
dents gave the president an Marshall has a racial problem,
average rating of 2. 78.
students disagreed much more.
On other campus issues of in- Slightly more than half, 53.6
terest this semester, more than percent, said Marshall didn't
half of students think the Soci- have a problem, while42percent
ety of Yeager Scholars should said there were conflicts. Four
receive state funds if they are percent had no opinion.

WomenCare
Health Care For Women
•Prenatal Care
•Birth Center Births
•Hospital Births

•Pregnancy Testing
•Annual Exams & Pap Smears
•Sliding-Scale Family Planning

Staffed by Nurse-Midwives & Nurse Practitioners

757-6999 or 1-800-427-1592
3911 Teays Volley Rd .• Hl.l'r1cone WV 25526

The
5th Ave.
location
is now

OPEN
Marshall's Favorite Drive-In Restaurant
2445 Fifth Ave.
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known to be a hunting range for Mar,;haH worked in partnership
early nomadic Indian tribes, with Grand VaHeyState UniverFreiden said.
sity of Michigan, and each was
"They were nomadic tribesmen dug in a specific sectioq.
and foragers in the early Archiac
"Last year Grand Valley found
period [approximately 8,000 postholes in their section," Freiyears ago]," Freiden said.
den said. "this is evidence ofsome
"They were hunting smaHer kind of structure in one of the
mammals like deer, rabbit, elk later periods."
and foxes."
This year Marshall wiH be the
During excavations students only university on site. Students
look for the remains· of these will continue to examine the posttribespeople'sbasecamps, which holes Grand VaHey found last
they may have returned to peri- year, Freiden said.
odically while off hunting for
The excavation site is located
extended periods, Freiden said. in a one mile long thin strip of
"We would especiaHy like to land between Route 60 and the
find things that were put in place Kanawha River in St. Albans,
like a hearth," he said.
Freiden said.
Freiden added these were hard
While on site, students are
to find, however. "These usually supported by a group ca11ing
appear as a dark blotch in the themselves the 'Friends of St.
ground," he said. "Sometimes Albans,' Freiden said.
they have charcoal and points
He said the 'Friends' provide
[spear and arrow] that we can the students with a trailer to
use to put them into the proper work out of as wen as portable
[time] sequence."
restroom facilities.
Freiden said that last year he
The field school is worth three
archea/ogical evidencs of Indians in St. and his students were able to dig to six credit hours, according to
down a meter and one half into Freiden, and no prerequisites are
the ground, but this year they required.
challenging than other sites we were going to try and go further.
There are still spaces available
have excavated in the past, be"We hope to go much deeper for people to sign up and more
cause we have to move a lot of this year," he said, "maybe two information may be obtained by
dirt," Freiden said.
or three meters."
contacting Dr. Freiden at 696The excavation is in an area
During last year's excavations, 2794 for details.
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Trial dates have been set in the Student Center and leaving the
separate cases of two men area. His trial is scheduled for
charged with crimes on campus May 8.
In an unrelated case, ThoJnaS
last week, according to Cabell
County Magistrate Court offi- Edward Brubeck, of41010th St.,
Huntington, pleaded not guilty
cials.
Dale E. James, 31, of Route 1, to charges of indecent exposure
Salt Rock, pleaded not guilty last for allegedly exposing himself
week to charges of hit-and-run outside Buskirk HaU the night of
and driving under the influence April 21.
Brubeck is free on $1,000 bond
of alcohol, officials said.
James is accused of damaging and his trial is set scheduled for
a set of steps at the Memorial May 13.

News tip???
Call 6696
MU'S ONLY
FULL SERVICE SALON

~~

·~

419 12TH street

Apartments for Rent

.

Close to Campus
*One Bedroom & Two ,
,,•,. *Marco Arms
Bedroom
,. ·· Apple Grove
Efficiency
Units
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*Furnished and
.,
*Parking
Unfurnished
.Now Leasing For Summer-and Fall Terms

CALL 523-5615

525-7!98
Full Service Hair Salon
Tanning Salon
Nail Salon

Evening Gown Rental
Pageant Consultation
New Service Available

Barber Services
Facials

Ask About
MU Discounts
STUDENT
HAIRCU1S $10.00
FULL SET OF
ACRYLIC NAILS

$25.00
PKG OF 10 TANS

$25.00 p1u1 tax
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~bortion protests in second week
THE PARTHENON
.

FALLING WATERS, W.Va.

Two bodies found
in moblie home
The bodies of a man and a woman
were found in a mobile home along
the Potomac River, police·said.
Police were called Sunday after
neighbors saw the mobile home's
door was open and a dog that lived
there was running loose.
Police found the bodies in the
living room, said Berkeley County
Sheriff Preston Gooden.
Gooden declined to identify the
bodies. He also declined to talk about
the cause of death.
"We're trying to trace the action
ofwhen these people were last seen,"
Gooden said. "We really got nothing
to work with."

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP)-Asecond week
of abortion protests began Monday with
abortion-rights supporters and foes chapting at each other outside a doctor's office.
Police used traffic barricades to keep
them apart as they squared off on opposite sides of a downtown street at the office where abortions
are performed.
No arrests were
immediately reported
at the demonstration,
which drew about 200
abortion-rights activ;ftR
and about 70 of
NATION
tlle1r detractors. There
also were no arrests at a demonstration in
suburban Amherst that included just
three abortion opponents.
Meanwhile, attorneys for the anti-abortion group Operation Rescue were expected to appear in court today to ask
authorities to improve conditions in an
armory set up as a temporary jail for
arrested protesters.

About 200 anti-abortion protesters were
held in the armory Sunday after refusing
to post bail. Local officials have said it
was costing $14,000 a day to house them
there.
At a gathering Sunday night; Randall
Terry, Operation Rescue's founder, challenged more than 500 supporters to put
"feet to your faith" and try to block access
to clinics. Getting arrested isn't so bad, he
said.
"If you've been thinking of taking a
spiritual retreat, I know where you can
go," Terry said.
"It's absolutely free. All your meals are
provided. . .. Some of the very richest
experiences of my whole life spiritually
have been in the slammer."
Anti-abortion demonstrators, opposed
by larger numbers of abortion-rights activists, failed to close clinics last week in
protests that resulted in 350 arrests.
The protests will continue until at least
Friday, organizers say.
Operation Rescue targeted Buffalo for

WASHINGTON

U.S. urges parties
to get on with talks
Arabs and Israelis returned
Monday for a new round of peace
talks with the Bush administration
urging the parties to confront the
war-and-peace issues that have
defied solution for decades.
Palestinian spokeswoman Hanan
Ashrawi told reporters as she entered the State Department on a
bright, sunny day, "We're absolutely
determined this time. We are going
to achieve something substantive."
The Israelis made no statement
entering the talks, the 5th round
since negotiations opened in Madrid
last October. The two sides' task is
to consider what to do for 1.7 million
Palestinian Arabs who live under
Israeli control on the West Bank and
in Gaza.
On other fronts, Israel is talking
to Syrian, Lebanese and Jordanian
delegations about prospects for peace
and Arab recognition.

WASHINGTON

Clinton attacks Bush's.domestic policies
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) - Bill Clinton "is ending the Pennsylvania primary
campaign with a populist appeal aimed at'
undercutting President
Bush on the economy
and other domestic issues - and cutting
through voter cynicism.
"I promise you
this - if you elect me
NATION
president, I'll make it
fun to be an American again because you
will at least think that we're fighting to
make things right again,?' Clinton said
Sunday night at a restaurant gathering
in the town of Washington in the southwestern part of the state.
The Arkansas governor was wrapping
up his Pennsylvania campaign Monday
with stops in Harrisburg, Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia, looking for a final l:ioost
before voters allot 169 convention dele-

his character to an examination of the
country's problems in the Bush years.
Clinton wrapped up his Pennsyl"It's got to be a referendum on the
·
economic
policies, the health care policies
vania campaign on Monday, with
and
the
education
and training policies of
stops in Harrisburg, Pittsburgh and this administration,"
Clinton told a blusPhiladelphia.
tery outdoor rally in Greensburg. "Ifit is,
people will vote for change."
As he rattled off his proposals - from
national health care to a universal college
gates Tuesday.
Clinton, the likely Democratic nomi- loan program to reorganizing the econnee, appears headed for a comfortable omy - Clinton spoke in a populist tone
win in Pennsylvania. But with the state that has proven appeal in the state's strugprimary such a low-key affair, his aides gling steel and coal towns.
"This country is going downhill and we
say they can't estimate turnout except to
predict it will be low, which in the past are here to stop it," he said.
After outlining his college access plan,
has spelled trouble for Clinton.
.
Although he faces former California under which any student could borrow
Gov. Jerry Brown on the primary ballot, money for school and repay it through
Clinton has deliberately focused his at- payroll deductions or national service,
tention on Bush, testing themes for his Clinton told the Greensburg crowd: "If
likely fall match-up and trying to shift the.,.- you want it, you better not vote for Bush.
focus ofthe campaign from questions about He doesn't get it."

•

German Foreign Minister Genscher -resigns

BONN, Germany (AP)- Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher, a key player
in Germany's reunification and a catalyst
in eastern Europe's casting offof Communist rule, announced Monday that he's
Jesse Jackson says he should be
the Democratic nominee for vice
stepping down after 18 years.
Gen sch er, 65, is the longest-serving forpresident and might not support the
eign minister in the Western world. One
ticket ifhe is not on it.
ofGermany's most popular politicians, he
"Ifwe are not offered the chance to
has held government posts for more than
serve, then we will have to assess
half the lifetime of the federal republic.
what our other options are,"Jackson
"This is not an easy decision for me to
told AP Radio in an interview Monmake.
It results from fundamental and
day morning. He added that his
serious considerations that have occustatements "must not be seen as a
pied me" for about two years, Genscher
threat, just a normal deliberation."
said in a statement.
But he suggested he might withHe said, essentially, that he had put in
hold backing from a ticket that did enough years as a government minister.
not include him, saying, "I have supGenscher was at the vanguard of those
ported it all these years, not being
who took then-Soviet President Mikhail
S. Gorbachev at his word when the Ruson the ticket, but things do change."
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, · sian declar ed Soviet aggression a thing of

Jackson demands spot
on Democratic ticket

demonstrations patterned after its protests last summer in Wichita, Kan., which
led to 2,600 arrests.
Speaking to a crowd at the Evangel Assembly of God Church in suburban
Amherst, Terry called abortion-rights
advocates "God-haters" and criticized
politicians who support abortion rights.
"We have godless men who are often in
charge of this country," he said.
Across the street, about 100 abortion
rights activists chanted "Randall Terry,
Go Home," and held signs reading "My
Body, My Choice" and "Abort Operation
Rescue." Two people were arrested for
disorderly conduct when they rushed onto
church property durjng Terry's speech,
polic~ said.
Earlier Sunday, about 250 anti-abortion protesters gathered outside a church
in Amherst to protest its use last week as
a meeting place for women escorted to a .
nearby clinic.

t er speaks fluent English, the stiffer Kohl
does not.
Genscher, 65, is the longestReferring to Genscher's globe-trotting,
then-Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
serving foreign minfster in the
Shevardnadze once quipped that whenWestern world. He was also one of ever two airliners pass each over the
Germany's most popular politiAtlantic, "Genscher is on both of them."
The May 17 departure of Gen scher will
cians.
r emove from the German political landscape a figure who has consistently rated
higher
in personality polls than his boss.
the past. That trust, and the German
Genscher's engaging diplomacy has
insistence on, reaching out to Moscow, earned
him friends around the globe. But
hastened the end of the Cold War.
his style and some ofhis utterances have
After East Germany's peaceful revolu- also rankled allies.
tion in 1989, Genscher, as West Germany's
Early in Gorbachev's tenure, he often
foreign minister, rallied international angered a skeptical Reagan administrasupport for unification of the Communist tion by insisting on cooperation ith the
Soviet leader.
nation with the prosperous West.
Genscher's insistence in early 1989 on
A tireless traveler, Genscher's appear- linking
the reduction of short-range nuances in the United States have often clear weapons in Europe with cuts in
eclipsed those ofChancellor Helmu~Kohl. conventional arms also initially provoked
The genigl ·arrd loquacious foreign minis- tensions with Washington.
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Whatever happened
to dead week?
"Since we have to speak well of the dead
let's knock them while they're alive."

John Sloan.
This week is 'dead week.'
In case you are new to this university, some explanation may be necessary.
·
Last faU, Student Government Association designated the week preceding final exams as a week
in which no major test or paper could be due in a
c1ass unless it was listed in the syUabus.
A major test or paper was defined as one that
counted for more than 15 percent or more of the
final course grade.
The proposal was signed by Provost Alan Gould
and was to be in effect both last faU and this spring
(this week specifically).
Enforcement of the policy was given to the academic dean in which the course is offered, and
student's complaints can be-registered in either the
dean's office or with SGA
There seem to be problems, however, with faculty members adherring to this policy.
In just a quick survey of Parthenon editors it was
found that mosthad either a "major' assignment or
"major' test this week, when under the so-called
dead week policy they should have more free time
to study and prepare for finals.
Similar results could also probably be found
among the rest of the student body.
What's going on here anyway?
Is dead week sti11 a policy at this university, and
if so why isn't it being foUowed in certain courses?
Students who are affected by assignments and
tests this week should get involved and take any
complaints they have to the proper deans.
This week should be for catching up and reviewing in courses and worrying about finals, not worrying about tests and major assignments.
Each dean's office number and phone number is
listed in the Faculty, Staff and Student Directory
for this year on page 16A
Additiona11y, SGA offices can be reached by calling 6435.
A phone caU is easy, and it could be effective.
Some of the deans may honestly not know that
this is going on in their departments.
Students have been given the responsibility of
letting them know, and they should exercise that
responsibility.
Let's join together and maybe dead week wi111ive
again.

-~flWlb-J
To graduate or go to graduate school -that is the question.

Death penalty should be preserved

The world is a barbaric place.
Legalized and illegal murder has
been the way of life for the human
race; and will probably be the norm
for a considerable time to come. We,
Homo Sapiens, are "animals" albeit
very intelligent ones. But animals
none the less are the only species on
this planet who kill for the pure fun
ofit.
In regards to Mr. Chris Stade1man's
commentary on Wednesday, April
22nd regarding the barbarism ofthe
death penalty, I must disagree with
his argument. On the surface his
artic1e sounds somewhat logical, but
like a political speech, when you strip
away the fluff there is no substance.
That artic1e would not win a speech
tournament.
The United States and South Africa are not the only countries in the
wor1d who execute their criminals.
There are many other countries
which execute people for crimes Jess
than murder.
I recall in 1986 two Australians
being hanged in Malaysia, for drug
smuggling, I believe. It is common
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
for adulterers to be stoned to death
in Iran and murderers are publicly
beheaded in Saudi Arabia. Excuse
me, these are third world countries
T h e ~ fo4.rded In 1896. Is publ5hed Tuesday ttvO<ql Fr/dat
and therefore are not "civi1ized in
In coryt.r,cflon wtfh closses In the W. Page Pitt School of Joomolsm.
The ed/tO( has flnol outnority over edltorlal content.
our eyes." Perhaps they are more
EdlDr,_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ Jacl<Bahy
civilized than we are.
MonogingEc11o,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~Bandy
Once again the- same arguments
---Edlor·--- - - --aBond
are raised concerning a troubled
---Edltar·-------&NlleD.Bwch
..... .,....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Alar,P.~
youth or being poor and destitute.
.........
-. Edllor·- - - -- •BIi GardSportllEdlW
_,,...,_
But nowhere in the artic1e was any
mention made about Harris's vieProducton,._,,..._ _ _ _ _ _ lillchaolfiW
Adwrtlelng Moneoer-------Doug Jona
tims nor were their deaths called
Shmnl~lllnagon.__MllluaKelll,
Scot Drake
cruel
and unusual punishment. Nor
..._____...
si,,,,.
ff'L333t
must we ever forget that the crimi&Ito,
-2522
-~731
llonagingEidlW
-2521
~
nals have "rights" which must never
.' , , , . beviolatedand'shvaV!l.upheldbv,+l.e,
' ·co·nstiiution.'Becaus~~swe'alt~:~; .

PARTHENON

---------~-.....

nate wars.
.
I fee] society has the right to rid
itself of animals Chu.mans) who kiB
Dr. Allan Stern to protectitse1ffrom future murders.
I am sure to get some rebuttal from
professor, safety technology individuals
on this subject. The death
penalty, like abortion is one of those
when you are dead, you no longer issues you are either for it or against
it and no amount of persuasion will
have any rights in this country.
It was said by Stadelman "the U.S. sway you from your beliefs.
The Bible says "vengeance is mine,
Constitution bans 'cruel and unusual
punishment,' which the death pen- sayeth the Lord." And it could be
alty is." I simply do not believe this. argued that only God has the power
At the time the Constitution was to take a life and it is not in man's
written, people were routinely power to do so. But was not the
hanged for a variety of crimes rang- murderer playing God, by snuffing
ing from murder to stealing horses. out the life ofan innocent victim and
Now,ifyoutookacriminalandflayed
sending that person to his creator
every square inch ofhis skin off and
prematurely?
Or was it God's divine
then ro1led him in salt, I would say
that this would be cruel and cer- plan that the victim should suffer
tain1yunusua1 punishment. Or break and die at that particular time and
every bone in that person's body and place?
However, if we waited for God to
Jet nature take its course and heal
him without medical help. But put- take this life, we could have a long
ting an individual to death is not wait and a considerable expense to
cruel nor unusual.
the tax payers. So is it not better to
Stadelman also said "on an even take the life and then Jet God judge
higher level is the fact it is simply him and the subsequent acts of those
wrong to kiU another human being.
men who executed him? And all this
And that crime (killing) is exactly
is
predicted upon the fact that a
what the criminal is being punished
person be1ieves in God.
for..."
Say what? I suppose the bib1ical
reference to "Thou Shalt Not Kill" is
being raised by the writer.
Anyway, I disagree with this inter· thi s to b e
The
encourages
letters
pretation. In no way 1s
to
theParthenon
editor about
issues of interest
interpreted that society cannot rid
h M h
•
L
itself of those undesirable elements
to t e ars a 11 community· etters
should be typed, signed and include
having a propensity to eradicate
a phone number, hometown, class
innocent people. I feel it was meant
rank or title for verification. Letters
as a guideline for society to follow
may be no longer than 300 words.
and not indiscriminately kiB their
The editor reserves the r~ht to edit
fellow man .b'etllh~'.6f,,;6 .a.tou'a"~.'.'' '0T'rA190t'__,;v·lede,:.'.'.'.'. :;::::'
'ariger,emefi~~_,.·; ··: . .,~,; · .. ;,••••. ·:,,·,,::...·.,·.· ·,; :..-:
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'Wellness Ways' axed because of money crunch
By Duane Rankin

Reporter---------From 1982 to 1991, Wellness Ways was
a university publication that provided
students information about health, but
because of the money crunch Marshall
has encountered this year, Wellness Ways
had to stop being published.
"I'd love to see it come back," Carla
Lapelle, coordinator of Student Health
Education Programs, said of Wellness

Ways. Lapelle, who was the coordinator
of the publication, said Wellness Ways
was one of the most popular publications
on campus. It came out twice a semester
and contained articles about health topics, such as stress management and skin
care. She said an article was even done on
the water we drink in the city and what
was in it.
Other issues that were discussed in the
publication were nutrition and exercise.
The articles were written by either gradu-

ate students, faculty, or area experts. She
said the writers weren't paid to write the
articles and it was free to students anything to pick up the publication.Capelle
said she wan an advisor to the publication. A graduate assistant was the editor
of Wellness Ways. Lapelle said the sixpage publication grew each year. They
even had a mailing list for off campus
students and the cost of mailing was five
dollars.
Lapelle said Wellness Ways had to be

cut because this school year because of
money. At the beginning of the school
year, the budget was cut to a little over
$2,000 dollars.
It costs $2,000 dollars to get Wellness
Ways printed and she said it was easy
decision to cut the publication.
She said students wanted to know what
happened to the publication and said they
would like to see it come back. She said
people knew about the budget situation
and just wanted to know what they could
do to help.
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Concepta of hell

WMUL-FM 88.1

Increase Your Business

REACHTHE

in cooperation with
Student Government
Association

MARSHALL
CAMPUS
Advertise In

THE PARTHENON

presents

696-3346

CAMPUS CONCERN:

"A SPECIAL EDITION"
Thursday, April 30th
7-8 p.m.
This special edition of
llcampus Concern"
focus
on the accomplishments of
the past year by SGA and issues to be. addressed this
coming yeatf:Jhe second half
of this program will allow students to call and ask questions of Taclan Romey:.pnd
Patrick Miller. ''"'

will

RESERVING for summer and fan. 1
and 2 BR apts. From $195/month.
CALL 522-8641
1 BEDROOM Unfurnished Apt. near
Ritter Park. Available May 1st One
quiet , mature non-smoker preferred.
CALL 522-3187.
1 BEDROOM Furn. Apt. Utilities paid.
Carpeted, NC, Off-Street parking. One
quiet, mature non-smoker preferred.
CALL 522-3187
APARTMENTlor~ent near MU campus.
Furnished,1, 2, 3BR, utilities paid. Avail•
able now for summer. ~CALL 522-4780
NEAR MU 1 1/2 blocks from campus
Now Leasing for summer & fall terms. 1
Br. , Furn. or Unfurn. Starting at
$300/Mo. CALL 525-1564 or 529-0001
HOUSfJAPTS. for Rent Summer and
Fan term. Mer 5 736-92TT or 529-7360
1 BEDROOM apt near MUCarpeted W/
D $250/mo CALL 523-8822 after 5 pm.
7th Ave. Apts. near Corbley Hall Fur
nished 1 & 2 Br. Reasonable. Parking
& utilities. 1605 7th Ave. 525-1717
APT. UNFURNISHED 452 5th Ave. 4 B
$380 mo + deposit +util. CALL evening
525-7643

FURN. APTS 2 Blocks from campus.
Plan now for Fall semester. 626 20th St.
Elf. $225/Mo. Water Pd. 630 20th St 1
BDM $275/Mo. No pets. DD Req. Secu·
rity Entrance. Summer OccJ Special
Rates. CALL TODAY! 525-5853
SUMMER HOUSING $60/Mo. Plus DD.
All utilities pd. 1401 5th Ave. CALL Ron
at 522-6820.
ROOMATE WANTED Near Ritter Park
area. $225/Mo incl. utilities. Female
preferred.CALL 522-0766
SUMMER Sublet Washington DC fJ20·
8131 Furnished effic., best neighborhood,
2blks from Metro $500/mt 523-1218

Anyone who witnessed someone removing ablack/snverBrldgestone MB·
5 Mountain bike from the rack between science bulldng and library
between the hours of 7pm & 8:15 pm
on Aprll 21 please call 522-6300

CS Tear Gas Pocket Units $5.50 Combo
unit with keyring and carry case or police
unit $7.95. Send Payment to Tony or
Jamie Workman P.O. Box 824 Ceredo,
'IN 25507 or CALL 733-2714
HEADING FOR EUROPE? Jet there
anytime for$169. with AIRHITCH!
(Reported in Lets Go and NY Times)
CALL AIRHITCH 212-864-2000
APTSJPARKJNG 1·2-3 bedroom. CALL
429-2369 or 522-2369.

JOB COACH Counseling or Ed.
Major.Earn extra income while helping
others. Temp. or part time. Available at
Goodwill CALL 523-7461
DANCERS NEEDED for part-time work.
No experience necessary. $300·$500
per week CALL 733-0722 after 7 PM
ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
Earn $3,000+/month in Fisheries. Free
Transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience nee.
Male or Female. For employment
program can 1·206-545-4155 Ext 1745
$3.00 per 20 words
10 cents extra for every word
over 20.

696-3346
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University to replace carpet in dorms
By Debra McCutcheon

"We try to replace a certain amount [of

Reporter - - - - - - - - - - - carpet] every summer," said K. Edward

Gross, vice president of administration.
The university plans to replace carpets
By replacing some carpet every year
in certain areas of Holderby and Twin indefinitely, the university tries to avoid
Towers dormitories this summer, an falling behind schedule on carpet
administrative assistant said.
maintenance, Gross said.
Lola Stratton, administrative assistant
Most ofthe carpeting stays in adequate
for housing, said new carpet has been condition during those replacement
ordered for95 rooms inTwin Towers West, intervals, Gross said.
However, some students don't agree,
East and Holderby.
Also the fourth, fifth and sixth floor and others even question whether the
hallways in Holderby will get new carpeting remains sanitary.
"rm afraid to walk on it," said Brian
carpeting, along with the offices,
gameroom and lounge in Towers West, Phipps, Peterstown, senior, a resident of
the sixth floor of Holderby Hall.
Stratton said.

LARGE
CONTEMPORARY
APARTMENTS
2 Large Bedrooms - 2 bllcs. from Mu Off-street parking,
Kitchen furnished with dishwasher, skylights, miniblinds, AC, All electric, Carpet, New Building, $450.00/
month + Damage Deposit

736-2623
A quiet place to live
and study!

1991 - 92

Yearbook
Distribution
Schedule
The l99l - 92 Chief Justice Yearbook will be distributed
Thursday,, April 30; Friday, Moy 1; Mon<::foy. Moy 4; and
Tuesday~ Moy 5 from 9 o.m. to 3 p .m. In the Memorial
StudenfCenter lobby. Individuals who paid the Student
Activity Fee for both the tau and spring terms of t he 1991 - 92
school year ore eligible to receive a copy. Please bring your ·
MU ID a nd your foll a nd spring Activity Co rds. You may picl(
up books for other students if you bring their ID and Activity',
Cords.
,.
·
· · •·•
Student fees provide for p ublication of 3,CXXJ yearbooks.
They will be distributed on a first-come, first-serve bosis.
After Tuesday, Moy 5. any remaining yearbooks will be
available In Smith Holl 320. Students who did not pay the
activity fee may then apply tor o book

Students who will not be returning to campus in
the fall and want to be mailed the yearbook
supple!!'ent are to leave a foawarding address.

•

About 95 rooms will be carpeted
this summer in Twin Towers East
and West and three hallways in
Holderby Hall.

Another resident, Dan Kinsey,
Moundsville sophomore, said, "The carpet
is to the point where it isn't safe to walk
on, even with shoes."
Also, some residents say carpet
replacement doesn't receive the priority
status it deserves.

JeffSebulsky, Wheeling sophomore said
he attended a recent RAVE meeting and
that some members of the Housing Office
were more concerned about replacing a
small piece ofstained carpetin the Towers
East Lounge than a large bleach stain on
the sixth floor carpet in Holderby Hall.
"The extensive bleach damage on the
sixth floor carpet in Holderby apparently
was not a priority," he said.
"rm glad to see that the university is
finally taking an interest in improving
the standard oflivingin this dorm, instead
of wasting my money for erecting
unnecessary park benches around
campus," Sebulsky said.

Professor helps diabetics
_through exercise program

SGA to support
candidate for
state senate

Swain said that Type II is the Missy Rake
most common in middle-age Reporter-------Americans and most of the
Some area diabetics can watch diabetics in the program are Type
Student senators will decide
their weight and control their II.
today whether to endorse
Exercise
sessions
are
at
8:30
glucose levels in a free exercise
Marshall University alumnus
program called Diabetes and and 9:30 a.m. Monday through Bob Plymale as Democratic state
the
Human senator to represent the fifth
Blindness:
Control
and Friday in
Performance Laboratory in the district.
Prevention Program.
The program was started two Henderson Center. Swain said
The disctict includes all of
years ago by Dr. David Swain, the diabetics in the program get Cabell County and part of Wayne
associate professor of health an aerobic workout by exercising County.
physical
education
and on treadmills, bicycles, and stair
College of Busin ess Sen.
recreation. It is designed to assist machines for about 40 minutes. Matthew Leary said he sponsored
in the treatment of diabetes
Swain said benefits from the a resolution to support the
diabetes exercise program candidate because he promises
through exercise.
Swain said there are two types include weight loss and a to help students, faculty and
of diabetes: Type I, when there is reduction in the risk ofsecondary administrators fight for
not enough insulin in the body problems like blindness and improved higher education.
and Type II, when the body is heart disease.
Leary said he decided to back
insensitive to insulin. Insulin
To enter the program diabetics, the Cabell County resident when
helps . the body use sugar and must have their doctor's he came to speak to Student
other carbohydrates.
permission and take a stress test. Government
Association
members several weeks ago.
Plymale considers helping
Marshall receive the money it
deserves a priority, Leary said.
College of Liberal Arts Sen.
John Goodwin, who also supports
Plymale, said he is a better man
forthejobratherthanincumbent
Homer Heck, who is campaigning
Monday April 27th--Thursday April 30th again to be fifth district senator.
Goodwin said Heck has not taken
7:45AM to 11 :30PM
action to help the university.
Goodwin, who worked in the
Friday May l st
public relations department at
the state capital, said he believes
7:45AM to 7:00PM
Heck is an ineffective
Saturday May 2nd
representative.
"Homer Heck is a reflection of
Noon to 9:00PM
how Marshall is being treated by
the legislature," Goodwin said.
Sunday May 3rd
"He doesn't care about us."
Leary said Heck mailed a letter
2:00PM to 11 :30PM
about a week ago to ·T aclan
Monday May 4th--Thursday May 7th
Romey, student body president,
and addressed it to T r acy
7:45AM to 11 :30PM
Hendershot, who was student
body president three years ago.
By Katy Dalton

Reporter

~xtended Library
Hours for Finals

Friday Ma y 8t h

7:45AM to 4:30PM

Brought to you by SGA and the
James E. Morrow Library.

p

~

SORORITY HOUSE ROOMS
Female Marshall Students Only
$250.00 per summer term
PARKING INCLUDED
... CALL 523-8939 or 525-1944 •

..
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Ballet presents
Artisans, entertainers
•
•
spring series
prepare for civic cente.r
Reporter- - -- -- - - - - Dogwood Festival events
T
By Tony Pierro

he Charleston Ballet will present its
spring concert series Friday and Saturday at the Charleston Civic Center
Theater at 8 p.m.
The performance will feature three local dancers and Miguel Campaneria Campaneria is the principal dancer of the
Teatro Municipal Ballet de San Juan,
Puerto Rico.
The company will perform "La Fille Mal
Gardee; and "Doodle Dandy." Campaneria will also do a solo performance of
"Somewhere Yesterday."
Dr. Mary Marshall, associate professor
in theDepartmentofTheatre/Dance, said
"La Fille Mal Gardee," is translated as,
"The Ill-Guarded Girl."
Marshall said the ballet, by Jean
Dauberval, was first performed in Bordeaux, France, in July 1789, two weeks
before the French Revolution.
She said the ballet as it is performed
today is still true to Dauberval's original
plot and characters, even though it has
been restaged or choreographed by various choreographers.
The three area performers who will
appear with the Ballet in "La Fille Mal
Gardee" are Aaron Searls and Sky Fisher
of Huntington and Dan Kehde of Charleston.
Tickets for the performance are $8 for
adults, $5 for students and seniors. Tickets can be bought at Herbert's Music,
Dance Apparel in Dunbar, the Charleston
Civic Center box office, and the Charleston Ba1let office.

22nd annual event attracts over 200 craftsmen
By Ronn Robinson

are made.
"This year's exhibits are some of the
most unusual and exciting I have ever
To some people, the blooming dog- seen anywhere," said Maria DiGabriele,
wood trees signal the beginning of civic center manager.
spring. To others, the flowery trees · In addition to crafts, the festival will
signal the approach ofthe Huntington also feature live entertainment.
Civic Center's Dogwood Festival.
Scheduled to appear is the bluegrass
What is the Dogwood Festival?
musical duo of Kendra Ward and Bob
The festival is an annual celebra- Bence. Karr describes their brand ofmusic
tion of arts and crafts from around the as "unique."
Tri-State and across the country.
Ward is a third-generation mountain
The festival includes music, enter- dulcimer player who learned the instrutainment, artisans and specialty ment from her father and grandmother.
foods.This year's festival is the 22nd "I love to carry on a family tradition,"
annual.
Ward said.
AccordingtoJaynaKarr, media and
Bence, a former comedian, developed
promotions coordinator for the civic his appreciation for traditional music aft.er
center, the event grows every year.
meeting Ward in 1983at an Ohio amuseIn fact, this year about 100 applica- ment park.
Bence shares Ward's goal ofpreserving
tions for exhibition space were turned
traditional mountain and bluegrass
down.
This year, 200 exhibitors will dem- music.
Ward and Bence have produced a
onstrate their skills and display their
number ofbluegrass recordings and pubhandiwork at the festival.
In some cases, visitors will witness lications.
artisans practicing their trades in the
Together they travel around the country giving workshops and concerts.
Civic Center's main arena.
For the younger crowd, Peppy The
. The festival provides an opportunity to not only see the crafts that will Clown will be performing magic tricks
be on display, but to also see how they and displaying his own brand of crafts-

Reporter-----------

Pholo c:cunaey 01 Dwtght Srrllh

Peppy The Clown will be one of the many
attractions at the 22nd annual Dogwood Festival.

manship.
Peppy creates balloon animals.
Karr cannot estimate the numbE)r o
visitors expected at this year's festival.
She said last year's Persian Gulf War
hurt attendance and she hopes people
who did not attend last year will make it
to this year's festival.
The festival takes place Fri.day
through Sunday. On Friday and Saturday, the hours are 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday's hours are from noon to 5 p.m.
Admissionis $2.50 for adults, $1. 75 fir
senior citizens and $1 for children.
More information may be obtained by
contacting the Civic Center.

I remember you, too
By Emllle D. Burch
Associate Editor- - - - - -

Citizens of Huntington, seek
shelter, take cover - quickly.
Hide your daughters, lock your
sons in their rooms. Skid Row is
corning!
The press release that accompanied this picture was extremly
vague and Terri Fowler wasn't
around to write an article, so if
you are expecting this to be Pulitzer material, read no further.
Skid Row's new album, "Slave
to the Grind," is said to be worth
the money. The press release says
"Monkey Business" and "Quicksand Jesus" are two of"Slave's"
best cuts. They also mention 'Riot
Act' is good for moshing.
"The song'Slave To The Grind,'"
according to frontman Sebastian
Bach, "is an angry song. It's about
being tired of everyday life and
not letting the system get you
Photo c:cull8ty 01 A11ar11c Recordl
down."
Skid Row will be performing at the Huntington Civic Center May 1O.Pictured from left are bassist Rachel Bolan, guitaris.t
"Slave To The Grind," the folDave "The Snake• Sabo, drummer Rob Affuso, guitarist Scotti Hill and frontman Sebastian Bach.Tickets from the Aprrl
low up album to the band's de23rd Tesla concert may be redeamed at the Civic Center window for passes to the Skid Row show. More information
bttt, will probably be as success• may be obtain8d by\::Ohtacting ttle Huntington Civic Center.
•
_
M :.Tli~ debut album, according
~ ... ; ,,-_, -. ,~ ·., \ ..... ' ,... .
·- - - . - . - . - ......... - - ... - - - . .. - - -

to the press release, did $4 million in U.S. sales alone in addition to topping the charts in
Europe.
Skid Row includes Bach, guitarists Dave Sabo and Scotti Hill,
bassist Rachel Bolan and drummer Rob Affuso. Rumor has it
they were discovered by Jon Bon
Jovi.
Perhaps Skid Row is best
known for it's love song "I Remember You."
Fans of the ballad may be
shocked when they hear cuts off
"Slave' because the band's attitude has changed.
"'I Remember You' was such a
big hit and was so'nice,'for want
of a better word, that people
thought that's all we were," Bach
says. "I never heard "Piece ofMe"
or "Big Guns" on the radio, so we
just took the emotion of "Big
Guns" and jacked it up as far as
we could push it. The actual sound
of"I Remember You"hasn'tgone;
what has gone is the tired lyrical
imagery ofbeing broken-hearted
whilstyou're s~undedby eight
nu1lion girls every night."

'

~
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Officer explains operation of Rehab Center offers
postal exchange retail store

J.C. Penney vice
president outlines
points of success

guidance for students

because it follows its customers
around the world, unlike its com- By Cindy Pauley
petitors.
Reporter-------The AAFES is the only government agency required to pay
ifteen years ago, a field
their own way and to generate a
office ofthe WestVirginia
profit.
Division ofRehabilitation
Wheeler said the cost of retail
(Rehab) opened on camproducts are at least 20 percent
pus.
less than in other :retail stores.
The office opened because twoHe said he works with a board
of directors to operate the PX. thirds of the students that Re:
Wheeler said most of the em- hab helped send to school went
to Marshall.
ployees of the PX are civilians.
Military personnel that are
Two hundred thirty students
active, retired or in the reserves in Rehab now attend Marshall.
and members oftheir immediate
The office on campus offers very
family can make purchases from close guidance and assistance for
the PX.
handicapped students, instead
Wheeler said a variety of prodof the student having to contact
ucts can be found at a PX .
his
home counselor.
"Anything from personnel hy"Rehab
is on campus for two
giene, clothes, cards to hardware
could be found at a PX," Wheeler reasons," Jerry Meadows, campus rehabilitation counselor,
said.
Wheeler said before August 2, said
1990, (before the Gulf War) the
"One is to keep the students alPX had an inventory of close to ready under sponsorship, under
$1.2 million and three direct PX sponsorship and the other i~ to
locations.
keep the student in school."
At the peak of deployment, 16
The Division of Rehabilitation
direct locations had been estaboffers
job training for the physilished and the inventory incally
and
mentally handicapped.
creased to $226 million, Wheeler
On
campus,
they work coopsaid
The commander, a native of eratively with Disabled Students
Huntington and Marshall gradu- Services to get care, equipment
ate, worked at Proctor and and accessibility to campus buildGamble for one year before enings and other needed items for
tering active duty.
·
He served four ,years in South- the handicapped.
"Rehab gives us the opportueast Asia and one year in ,the
Republic of Vietnam.
nity to continue our education,"
Jay Sims, Bluefield senior, said.
"They're here to assist us if we
have any problems."
.,

F

By Randi Dunfee

Reporter--------'---

Commander and chief executive officer of the Army and Air
Force Exchange Service explained to students Friday the
operations and mission of a post
exchange retail store.
Wheeler was one ofthree speakers invited by the College ofBusiness to speak to students enrolled in the ROTC pro~am and
marketing and management
classes.
"The PX is a retail organization owned by stockholders[
members of the military] and is
self-financed," Maj. Gen. Albin
G. Wheeler said.
"The PX has a two-fold mission; one to provide quality and
services at the lowest cost and
two to generate funds for morale,
welfare and recreation purposes."
Wheeler said PX store is unique

.
::

.,

"SUMMER RENTALS SUMMER RENTALS"

By Kimberly carlco

Reporter

• Services provided by the
West Virginia Division of
Rehabilitation include
counseling, attendant care,
technical aids and transportation.
Tracy Carr, Parsons sophomore, agrees. "If I would have a
problem, I could go to them," she
said.
Maintenance for her electric
wheelchair is one of the things
Rehab does for Wendy Hamilton, Williamson senior.
She appreciates that most because of its high expense.
Hamilton said when she first
came to Marshall Rehab showed
her around campus.
ut when she had trouble
getting around by herself
before getting an electric
wheelchair, Rehab could have'
been more helpful, she said.
"They got me here and set me
adrift."
Other services also are provided
by the West Virginia Division of
Rehabilitation Services..
They include counseling, services for the blind, attendant care,
physical restoration, technical
aids and devices, transportation,
placement in suitable employment and post-employment services.

B
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We offer the best affordable·housing for Marshall students.

SPECIAL PRICING FOR TI-IE SUM.MER TERM
"LET US SHOW YOU TI-IE DIFFERENCE"
*Central Air Conditioning *Sun Decks *Spiral Staircases
*Extra Clean *Great Furniture *ALL UTILITIES PAID

We want your business!!!

FIONN GROUP 522-0477 f
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• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone

1

77
~
Main St.

SHOE COMPANY
(INCORPORATED 1901)

Milton WV
CONTESTANTS CALL ROBBY'S FOR DETAILS
ASPECTACUUII PRIZE PACUIE IICLUDI• CASH AIII MODELa COIITRACTS

743-5721

Daily 8-8
Sun. 12-6
0 11182 BIAKENSTOCK
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"Have an attitude of service, be
persistent and be the best you
can be."
These are points for success
stressed Thursday by Edward T.
Howard, vice president and director of investor relations for J.
C. Penney Company, Inc.
Howard spoke to a large audience in Corbly Hall as part of the
Executives in Residence Program
sponsored by the College ofBusiness.
The program is funded by a
grant from the Marshall University Foundation, according to Dr.
Robert Alexander, dean of the
College of Business.
Alexander introduced Howard
at the presentation.
Howard discussed the issues
that will face tomorrow's business professionals. He said they
will face both good and bad times.
The world is becoming a global
market with unlimited trade
potential and students will be
able to take advantage of this,
Howard said.
He said cultural diversity is
an important business opportunity.
Howard also said students will
have to deal with profound social
ills in the future.
He included the national debt,
rising taxes, environmental issues, the education crisis, illiteracy and the rising crime rate in
the list of conflicts business professionals must consider.
Students will have to make a
conscious effort to create a multicultural environment to attract
the best managers and employees and the diverse cultures that
make up society, Howard said.
For personal success, Howard
told students to practice their
leadership skills. He said when
trying to get job, students will be
judged on their ability to learn
and to inspire others.
Students must ask themselves
how they can serve the companies they work for and never give
up, he said. Howard told students to strive to do their own
personal best and success would
be guaranteed.
Howard said after graduation,
the best step for students is to
apply what they have learned
and utilize their leadership
skills.
Kristey Dingess, Beckley junior and business major who attended the lecture, said she
thought the program was helpful to students.
"It's aimed for upperclassmen,•
Dingess said. • and it's useful to
have some advice on what.to do
after we ~aduate."
•
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Brachna named

coach of the year
at SC tournament .
By Shea Butler

Reporter--------

The track team ran away with
top honors this weekend at the
1992 Southern Conference OutdoorTrack and Field Championships.
Coach Dennis Brachna was
named coach of the year for the
men's division and Meghan
Morrall was recognized as being
the SC femal~ freshman of the
year.
"I receieved this honor because
of the performance and efforts of
the athJetes and the coaching
staff," Brachna said. It was the
first time Brachna had received
the award in men's track.
Brachna said last week the
teams had set its goal for third
place which the women's team
obtained and the men's team
surpassed.
With a combined team score of
143.5, the men's team carried
away second place.
The championship began Friday. At the end of competition
that day, the men were holding
on strongly to second place while
the women were fifth.
By the end of Saturday's competition, the men had an even
stronger hold on second place
and the women had fought its
way to third.
"We had a team meeting Saturday morning about putting
together a total team effort, and
that's what they did," Brachna
said.

Top MU performances
at SC meet
• Coach of the year Dennis Brachna
• Freshman of the year Meghan Morral
• 1st place women's discus - Andi Montgomery
• 1st· place men's triple
jump - Phil Backus
• 1st place men's discus DockyWells
• 1st place men's steeplechase - Tony Patrick
.

The Lady Herd had several top
finishes in individual events, including Andi Montgomery's first
place discus and third place javelin . throws, Meghan Morra11's
second place shot put throw,
Glenna Easterling's third place
high jump finish and Sarah
Crandall's third place finish in
the 800 meter run.
In team events, the ladies
placed second in the 1600 meter
relay and third in the 400 meter
relay.
For the men, first place finishes came from Phil Backus in
the triple jump, Docky Wells in
the discus throw and Tony Patrick in the 3000 meter steeplechase.
Second place finishes for the

men came from Larry Brandon,
shot put; Stephen Gaines, 400
meter hurdles; Jimmy Lindley,
200 meter dash and David Ball,
10,000 meter run.
Finishing third for the men were
Lindley, 100 meter dash; Ball,
5000 meter run; Demetrius
Wilson, shot put; Dave Hummel,
discus throw; Prescott Woodard,
400 meter run; Dan Webb, pole
vault and Mark Gladwell, 3000
meter steeplechase.
In team events, the Herd men's
team placed second in both the
40Q meter relay and the 1600
meter relay~
The two teams will compete
next at the Twilight Invitational
Track Meet Saturday in Huntington.

Herd golfers
make push

for NCAA bid.
The golf team finished ninth at
the Kepler Intercollegiate to
position itself for a late run at
the NCAA District Tournament.
The host Ohio State Buckeyes
dominated the event, finishing
44 strokes ahead of its nearest
competition. The sloppy, wet
conditions of the 54-hole event
seemed to affect everyone but
the Buckeyes.
Bill Hutchenson was
Marshall's top finisher with a
final score of 236. Eric Shaffer
followed with a three-round score
of 237.
The golfteam, currently ranked
seventh in District 4, mustfinish
the season in the top.six in District 4 to qualify for the NCAA
tournament.

Phclobyl<NI.Jana

Stephan Gaines (254) finished second in the 400 meter hurdles this w99kend at the Southern Conferet>C6 track mfft.
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0GA Elections
Eleclions for the Community Colleeie
&enate &eat will be held

APRIL 28
POLLING PLACE
MEMOQIAL &TUDENT CENTEQ

9. am-6:30 P.~ .

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
Now Leasing for Summer and Fall Terms
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'COME SEE THE DIFFERENCE'
We accommodate USO+ •tudeats. 1 to 4 bedJoom units available.
"Each bedroom bu its own'bathroom!! •sun Deck• •spiral Staln:a•e
•Security •Eztra clean •Great Furoitwe •All utilities paid
•Pukini"Lawulry •Pet• allowed w/fee
•central Heat Air •Full time •taff

THE FIONN GROUP 522-0477

1$UY -ONE;
GET ONE
FREE*
(after 9 p.m.J

*Buy any foatlong sub

and get one regular
foatlong of equal or
lesser value FREEi After
9:00 p.m. - No coupon
necessary
Offer goad at the
following locations only:

2055 5th Ave. 522-2345
911 8th St. 522-3653

OPEN UNTIL 2 A.M.

SPORTS
Rugby teams sweep Springfest tournament

Tuesday, April 28, 1992

By Shea Butter

Reporter - - - - - - - The men's and women's rugby
teams competed this weekend
against tough competitors and
both came out victorious.
The women's team took on Ohio
University for the second time
this season. The Lady Bobcats
defeated the Lady Herd in its
first meeting, however this time
all the pieces fell into place for
the young team.
Christine Connell scored first
for the women putting the Herd
in the front by four. The kick
after was no good
Another Connell score and
Heather Miller's kick after
moved the w~men's rugby team
ahead ofthe Bobcats by a score of
10-0.
Then an OU score near the end
of the half cut the lead to four
and had the Marshall women
worrying.
The second half was dominated
by Connell and the Lady Herd.
Two Connell scores moved the
Herd ahead of the Bobcats for a
final score of 18-6, the Lady
Herd's first win of the season.
The men's rugby team took on
Fairmont State in a doubleheader. The team shut out FSU
in both games.
In game one Dennis J ohnson
gave the Herd its first two scores,
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moving the team ahead 8-0.
Then Kevin Copenhaven scored
and Darrin Sealey kicked the
point after making the score 14-

0.

The last score of the half came
from Ivan Lambert. Sealy again
added the point after and the
Herd led 20-0 at the half.
The second half was more of
the same from the Herd with
Sealey and Sean Mayberry both
scoring once. The final score of
the first game was 28-0.
.
-~
.
._
~
Game two began with Tim
Dunlap scoring and J eff Boone
kicking the point after. Boone
then scored again and kicked his
."
.
j " .,·
.
own point after to make the score
' .. " '
~
,' '
.
...
.
12-0.
The Dunlap-Boone combination struck again later in the
first half to make the score 18-0.
The only score in the second
".
· , · 'half came from Mayberry, moving the Herd ahead 22-0 for the Several players scramble for the ball at the women's rugby match Saturday. Marshall defeated Ohio U.18-6.
win.
The men's team has won three
straight games and will be in
Columbus, Ohio this weekend at
the Union Tournament, a tour- By Shea Butler
No one scored again until the and White.
nament the team won in 1989 Reporte r - - - - - - - - eigh th inning when Jamie Clark
The Herd started by scoring in
scored on a wild pitch. GSU each of the first four innings to
and 1990.
The baseball team had a rough broughttwo runner s home in the take an early 6-0 lead. Kurt
Darrin Sealey, rugby club
President, said, "We're hoping weekend in Charleston, S.C. at bottom ofthe eiihth and the game Henzler brought in a first-inning
run on a sacrifice fly.
that the momentum from this the Southern Conference Base- was t ied.
The Herd didn't score in their
Marshall added three more
winning str eak will carry us ball Tournament despite keeping within range of its opponents half of the ninth, and Mar shall r uns in the second. Chris
through the tournament."
in both games.
looked to extend the game to Childers flied out to right, scorThe Herd faced Georgia South- extrta innings.
ing Todd Borders then Eric Hotern Thursday and stuck with
However, a George Kayes'field- tenstein followed with a double
them until the ninth inning.
ing error on a ground ball al- to left center, scoring Clark and
The game was scoreless until lowed the winning run to score Kayes.
the bottom of the fourth inning and dropped Marshall into the The next three runs were scored
when GSU scored one run. losers bracket facing Appala- one at a time in the third, fourth
Marshall then took the lead in chian State.
and seventh inning, the last
the fifth inning with two unThe game against Appy Friday coming from a Todd Ross solo
earned runs.
did not prove easier for the Green home run.
Marshall was still leading going
into the eighth but a Mountainin cooperation with
eer two-run r ally tied it up.
Then Rick Paugh, the third and
:
Sculptured Nalls $25.00
'
:
final Herd pitcher for the day,
Offers
led off the bottom of the ninth by
•
lialrcuts $6.00 (save 51%)
• walkingAppy State's Chris Chilton. One out later J oe Bernard
:
Venns $30.00 and UP (Save Sti?) : hit a double that brought home
Chilton and gave Appy the win:
'13. 'Rose & Company :Hair Styles
: ning
run.
•
K59 Wasli.ington 5!ve.
• Marshall, after a season of ups
and downs, was forced to return
you rent a
space
:
522- 004
: home and end its season with a
for the Summer!
•
We sell 1'ilexxus, Vaul Mlt«;hell and !Vedkln
• 15-26 record.
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Herd makes quick exit from SC tourney

MINI STORAGE CENTER

·~······~························

: ~ttent1on Mar-shall Students? •

Student Government Association

•
•

10% D1S88UNT

•
•

To Marshall Students
When

•

storage

6

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Store your items until Fall. Combine with your
friends for the lowest possible rate.
10' X 12' Storage $45/mo. W/discount

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
Now Leasing for Summer and Fall Terms

10' X 20' Storage $58.50/mo. W/discount

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS

*24 Hr. Access *Security Fence*Paved *Lighting
1100 12th St. West on Van Buren

We accommodate 150+ students. 1 to 4 bedroom units available.
•Each bedroom has Its own bathroom!! •sun Decks •Spiral Staircases •Security •Extra Clean •Great Fumlture •An utllltles paid
•Parking •Laundry •Pets allowed w/fee -Central Heat & Air •full

"COME SEE THE DIFFERENCE"

CALL 523-STOR
or 525-2634

time staff

THE FIONN GROUP 522-0477
J
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COUNSELORS I
SPECIALISTS
Positions now available for alhletic
spccialisu wilh coaching experiences in
BASKETBALL, TENNIS, SWIMMING,
WATER SKIING, and GYMNASTICS at
leading co-d camp in Pocono Mouniains or
Pennsylvania. Mature staff; IOp facilities;

6121 - 8/21. Contact immedjately;
CAMP STARLIGHT
18 Clinton Sired,
Malverne, NY 11S65
p h. (S16) S99-S239
.,• • • • ••••,••A ,• ....
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Students take advantage of spring air, beautification
By Takaakl lwabu

and the area surrounding Twin

campus is. I thank everybody for

Reporter-------- Towers, said Dr. K Edward having pride in the campus and

Spring has come, and many
students say they're enjoying
call}pus scenery, which has been
renovated by beautification projects the past two years.
"I think the landscape of the
campus has improved a lot. I'm
very impressed with what the
university is doing on that," said
Noah Kushner, Alexandria, Va.
senior.
Kushner added ~hat he likes
the campus because it gives him
a feeling of home.
Others say they like to relax on
the university's open areas, especially in the central field between Old Main and Buskirk
Hall.
"It's very nice to have a place to
study or take a nap outside the
buildings," Shawn Gainer,
Weston sophomore, said. He said
he often enjoys throwing a flying
disc with his friends in the central field.
The $1 million beautification
project, which was completed last
fall, included three areas on the
campus: the central field, the
north side and front ofOld Main,

Grose, vice president for administration.
Grose said the beautification
is raising the awareness ofmaintaining cleanliness on the campus among university ground
crews, students and faculty.
"I think we reached the point
where everybody is aware ofhow
important the beauty of the

keeping it looking nice."
Many students said they think
Marshall's landscape is much
better than ones at other universities.
"WVU has a concrete campus,"
Dariiel Kleeb, Wheeling freshman said while eating dinner on
the grass with a friend. "I prefer
Marshall because I like an old

ottomless cups to
keep you charged up
throughexam week.
No purchase necessary.
ffer good May 3-7 from
5 p.m. to close. Study in
our private reserved
solarium and enjy drinking
-=your coffee by just showing
your MU ID. McDonald's
way of helping you through
these testing times. And of
-saying, "Thank you for
.___ _.:::,,,.:::,.,...a..._ _ _ _ _ _ _
~_..:.-:.:-'=:lour patronage all year."
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Before it comes to this...
Coole for this:
FREE COFFEE at McDonald's
(no purchase necessary)

Mon-Fri.
10:30 am-5:00

../f

I

SUMMEF!

-,

Only at:

WOMEN'S FASHIONS

& Less
Arnsbary•s

/

pt

'1,

Pc1rtm~t\

Stadium McDonald's
2106 5th Ave.

846 Fourth

does not like the campus.
"It could be much better," said
the Srilanka sophomore. "I think
another fountain or more flowers would make it prettier."

style campus."
However, Dharshini Rajendran, who transferred to
Marshall from the University of
Arkansas-Little Rock, said she

,

ti' Security design
II 2 BR • 2 Baths
II Health Club
II Great Furiniture
ti' Dishwasher
II Sundeck
ti' New Res. Manager

